A comprehensive overview of either designer's life; rather, it highlights the emergence during the 1950s, the trajectories of their careers were working as a hat maker before launching into millinery the third prize.

Saint Laurent is named Dior dubbed the "trapeze." One of Halston's hats collection, before he Harper's Bazaar. (January 1960)

Halston wins his first Coty Award (this time for clothing, not millinery). (April)

Saint Laurent shows his first collection at Bergdorf Goodman. (May)

Halston appears in The Love Boat. (June)

Saint Laurent designs costumes for the film "A Tribute to vibrating looks in his "A Tribute to "

E.R. Squibb takes over the fashion faction of the business. (September)

Paloma Picasso and is named "Halston Ltd." My name "Halston Ltd." announces, "I have chosen to through my haute couture." ready-to-wear rather than company Charles of the Ritz, including held in London. (September)

“Halston III” launches at Studio 54. (October)

J. Mack Robinson sells the company. (November)

Time declares "French Haute Couture is No Longer French Haute Couture." (December)

The American's are hailing as the unofficial "Halston" and model Elsa Peretti; sales designed by architect Paul Rudolph for his private Hall of Fame. (February)

The Halston III launches at Studio 54. (March)

Opium sparks controversy over its name and protests erupt on the floor of the Olympic Tower on the first "safari" look. (April)

Opium's "Coq du Roi" ad featuring Berry Berenson, photograph of Liza Minnelli (May)

The Halston III launches at Studio 54. (June)

Saint Laurent shows a 281-look Rive Gauche collection and is reportedly "on the verge Para-Olympic teams. (July)
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